ERIK MONASTERIO

Bolivia 2004

D

uring the 2004 climbing season there were significantly fewer visitors
to Bolivia than in previous years. Political instability may have
contributed to this, as in September 2003 many visitors were isolated in the
town of Sorata, Northern Cordillera Real. Local Aymara protestors, angry
at the government's plan to privatise and export Bolivia's rich gas reserves,
blocked the access roads from the highland town of Achacachi to Sorata
(l40km NW of La Paz). Visitors were stranded for up to two weeks and
finally when the Bolivian Army forcibly opened the road there were armed
clashes with the protestors and buses were shot at and stoned. During the
first few months of 2004 there were widespread road blocks and protests,
and many embassies advised foreigners against visiting the country. The
situation improved following a nationwide referendum on 18 July which
gave the government popular support.

Climbing Conditions
2004 was a very dry year with the Bolivian Andes experiencing little
precipitation during the monsoon months. As a consequence the big mixed
ice/rock walls were quite bare, exposed to rockfall and often threatened by
unstable seracs. The weather however, was predictably very stable.
Fatalities
As far as the writer is aware there was only one fatality, an Argentinean
solo climber who unfortunately slipped and fell several hundred metres on
the country's highest peak, Sajama (6549m). A party of Australians
somehow managed to get lost, and were rescued on the country's most
popular and straightforward mountain, Huayna Potosi (6088m).
Wiphala Expedition
The Bolivian-New Zealand guide and psychiatrist, Erik Monasterio and
New Zealand climber, Mike Brown climbed a number of new routes in the
Northern Cordillera Real.
Northern Cordillera Real- Western Aspect
Pt 5573m - Pico Wiphala
Monasterio and Brown acclimatised by climbing a new route on this
subsidiary peak on the western aspect of the Illampu-Ancohuma Massif,
south of the Laguna glacier base camp used for the normal route on
Ancohuma. DAV Map Pt 5573m has had one previous ascent, via the
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long SW ridge, Rebeldia de los Condores (Enz/Rauch, reported in Mountain
Info July 1999). The pair left their 4700m camp at 6am on 23 July, travelling
light without bivouac equipment and with only two litres of water. They
reached the start of the route two hours later, at a point approximately
400m NE of Rebeldia de los Condores. They ascended directly up the W face,
starting on the left (N) wall of an obvious gully and continuing in the gully
or to its left. The climbing was exposed and threatened by rockfall. After
14 pitches the summit was still not within sight and the pair were forced to
sit out the night in temperatures down to -20°C. The next day they
completed the route in a further four pitches and summitted on the glacier
W of the Ancohuma mountain. Descent to the Laguna glacier camp was
far from trivial as they had not carried ice-climbing equipment. They graded
the route TO, F6a and christened the hitherto unnamed peak Pico Wiphala.
The Wiphala is the multi-coloured, original Inca flag that symbolises the
wisdom of the wind and is carried by locals in their protests and search for
justice and equality.

Northern Cordillera Real - Eastern Aspect
Gorra de Hielo (5760m)
On 1 August, climbing from a high camp at c5400m on the eastern aspect
of the Illampu-Pico del Norte Massif, Monasterio and Brown attempted
the SE ridge of Pico del Norte (6070m). The newly exposed rock on the
ridge was composed of broken unstable granite boulders and was extremely
dangerous. Mounting fear and a nostalgic attachment to life prevailed and
the attempt was abandoned after four pitches. The pair rappelled off the E
face before crossing a basin of thigh deep snow (2 hours) and on the same
day climbed a new route on the S face of Gorra de Hielo (5760m). The
300m route followed an old avalanche gully and provided superb ice
conditions. It was graded 0+, A14. Argentinean climbers G Minotti,
M Falconer and L Bromessard who repeated the route a week later
confirmed the grade.
Aguja Yacuma (6072m)
From the same high camp at c5400m, on 3 August Monasterio and Brown
climbed a new route on Aguja Yacuma. The route ascended the unclimbed
E face of the rock towers and required three pitches of technical climbing
(F6b, 6a and 5+). The approach to the base of the rock tower took seven
hours and crossed the E glacier at the foot of Illampu (6372m). Aguja
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The rocky buttress of Pico Wiphala (5573m) in front of Ancohuma (6430m).
The Brown-Monasterio route takes the centre of the face. The only other
route on Pico Wiphala is the Enz-Rauch route which approaches the right
skyline ridge from behind. (Erik Monasterio)
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Yacuma lies directly south of the Illampu massif and is clearly visible south
of the Sanchez/Mesili pass. There are many possibilities for new routes on
these towers, which offer short but excellent quality granite rock.

Pico Emma Maria (5531m)
The impressive rock peaks of PK 24 aka Punta Badile (see Mountain Info
July 1999) and Pico Emma Maria lie ENE of Pico del Norte and Gorra del
Hielo.
There is still some dispute as to the altitude and position of Pico Emma
Maria. In Jill Neate's book, Mountaineering In The Andes (2nd Edition 1994)
it is wrongly described as point 5715m (this is most likely Pico Esperanza)
and on the DAV Map it is given an altitude of 553lm. This obvious rock
tower, clearly visible from the village of Coco, had its fIrst recorded ascent
via the SW ridge in August 1953 by the legendary climbers Hans Ertl and
A Hundhammer. In 1983 A Mesili and C Hutson added a second route,
the East Buttress, a mixed route graded French TD. There have been, to the
author's knowledge, no other recorded ascents. On 6 August (Bolivia's
Day of Independence) Monasterio and Brown approached the peak,
climbing directly up from the Cocoyo-Jahuira river (DAV Map) to establish
a camp at 5000m at the foot of the E face. Their attempt nearly came to a
premature end as locals set fIre to the grass fIelds directly beneath the peak.
The valley became engulfed in thick, acrid smoke and the pair stumbled
blindly through the choking fumes to find their camp eventually. On
7 August the smoke cleared and they struggled on with severe throat and
eye irritations. The route ascended the SE face and the climbing was varied
and sustained, over solid and compact granite with roofs, dihedrals and
delicate corner systems, often choked with ice. The weather deteriorated
through the day and the pair faced whiteout and stormy conditions by the
time they reached the summit at 5pm. Struggling with frozen ropes they
rappelled into the night and fInally reached camp at llpm. The route was
500m long and required 11 sustained (60m) pitches to F6c AO.

Cordillera Real - Southern Aspect
Illimani, Kolla Kollu Pyramid (6075m)
In September 2004 resident French/ Bolivian mountain guide Alain Mesili,
together with Argentinean mountain guide Gustavo Lisi, Bolivian climber
Jesus Catacora and French climber Denis Levaillant made the fIrst repeat
of the Mesili/ Sanchez 1972 Kolla Koyu route on Illimani. They climbed
the S face of the Kolla Kollu Pyramid (6075m). Mesili describes dramatic
changes to the 1972 route, and estimates the overall technical grade as
French TD, AI4. Due to the dangerous conditions encountered on the
route, the team descended via the SW face.
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Cordillera Apolobamba
Between 9 and 23 July Alain Mesili and Brazilian climbing guide Waldemar
Niclevicz repeated a number of routes and climbed a possible new route in
the Apolobamba mountain chain.
Cololo 5915m
From the Kotani Lake (4760m and six hours from the Apolobamba town
of Pelechuco), they approached Cololo by crossing south-east along the
glaciers of the Khala Phusi Peak (5465m) and climbed a possible new route
on the NE face. There is a 250m 60° couloir separating the NE face from
the NE ridge of Colala. Mesili and Niclevicz climbed the NE face, following
a line along the vertical seracs (French D+). They encountered neve, soft
snow and ice up to 70°.
Chaupi Orco N orte 6044m
On 18 and 19 July Mesili and Niclevicz repeated the central line on the E
face of the northern peak of Chaupi Orco. They encountered dangerous
conditions with a thin layer of frozen neve over deep wind-blown snow.
The East Face route is to the right of the 1995 Central Couloir route climbed
by the JDAV-Expedition Bolivien. The grade of the route was French AD,
A12. Mesili also reports that the 1957 E ridge, Normal Route (W Karl,
H Richter and H Wimmer) is almost unreachable and very dangerous as
the northern aspect is threatened by unstable seracs and rotten ice.
Katantica Central 5610m
Mesili and Niclevicz repeated the Karl Gross and Dieter Hein 1968 route
on Katantica Central (Katantica Ill) and the Yossi Brain, Dean Wiggin
and Eamonn Flood 1997 West Ridge route.

